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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, semi-amlytical solution of Fredholm integral equation ofthe 

second hnd is established by using double Legendre spectral approximation.for its 

kernel. A typical application of the algorithm is considered for Love's equation and 

6 
we obtain very accurate representation of its solution as Z a ,  p z  ( x )  where a's 

j=O 

are numerical constants to be found. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We discuss a method for solving Fredholm integral equation -of the second kind 

in which f(x) and the kernel k(x,y) are given fbnctions of their respective variables. 
We consider non-singular integral equation, i.e. the kernel is continuous and 
bounded also a and b are finite. The choice of the limits of integration is not 
particularly restrictive, since any finite range can he reduced to (- 1,  1) by a linear 
transformation of y. The range (0, 1) may be more appropriate in some contexts. 
Without considering existence theorems, we assume that Wjc), f(x) and k(x,y) all 
have convergent Legendre expansion for all relevant x and y and we look for the 
solution in this form. 

2. METHOD OF SOLUTION 

We shall solve Equation (1.1) using finite double series expansion to approximate 
the kernel as 

where pi(x), Pi&) are Legendre polynomials of orders i and j respectively and are 
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used as basis hnctions of this expansion (Mandal, B. N & Miandal, N. (1999)). 
Using Equation (2.1) into equation (1.1) we get 

where 

m 
a;@) = C agPj  (x) , i = 1,2,3, ..........., m 

j=l 

and 

From Equation (2.2), it is clear that, the form of the solution is known, and one 
need only to determine the constants Qi ; 1 = 1,2, ...., m. This can be done by 
substituting fix) from Equation (2.2) into Equation (2.4) and we get 

where 

Equation (2.5) is a linear system for Q's. In what follows we shall consider two 
cases of A: 

2.1 CASE 1: h > 1 

In this case Equation (2.5) could be written as 

G y = b  

where 
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System (2.7) could be solved by any linear equation solver. 

2.2 CASE 2 :&<<I 

In this case Equation (2.5) could be used as iteration equation for the Q's of the 
left-hand side according to the following scheme 

Stop iteration e.g. if 

M ~ ( Q : )  - Q:-')[ < 
j 

where E: given tolerance 

3. APPLICATION 

The above algorithm of Section 2 will be applied for the solution of Love's 
equation as a typical example. Love (1949) proved that the equation 

possesses a unique even solution representing the electrostatic field due to equal 
circular coaxial conducting discs, when the distance separating the discs is d times 
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their radius. We shall consider the numerical solution of the above Equation with 
d =  -1 ,Ax) = 1, thatis 

&) = 

'IXs Equation 

(1 953), Elliott 

has been treated by many authors among them Fox and Goodwin 

(1 963), Fox and Parker (1968), El-gendi ( 1  970) and Baker, Miller 

(1982). We shall represent the kernel of Equation (3.2) in the form given by 

Equation (2.1) with m = n when ?L = -1, k ( x ,  y )  = -our numerical 

solution to the problem is listed in Table I for some values of x = 0, 

F 0.2, T 0.4 ,...., T 1 . (since +(x) is an even function of x) and different 

approximations n = 2(2) 12 

TABLE I 

Numerical solution of Love's equation 

Fjprt. 1 represents the polynomial approximation of Equation (3.3) the solution of 
Love's equation. While Figure 2 clanfjr the comparison between our solution and 
the solution which given by EI-gendi (1970) 

From Table I, It is clear that, up to six digits accuracy +(x) for n - 12 m y  be 
considered as the exact solution of the problem. Denoting this solution as qAf'x) we 
have 

#&) = 0.6965652 pa&) + 0.5581 1 8p2(x) + 0.0014287p4(~) - 0.0009323 P~(x} + 
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By using this solution we can compare El-gendi's available eight order solution of 
Equation (3.2) with our eight solution as follows. Denoting El-gendi's (1970) 
solution as $&x), we have 

where ir;,(x) is Chebyshev polynomial of order j. 

Denoting our eight order solution as &3ff(x), then we have 

The criterion for the comparison is the percentage error defined as 

where $(x) stands for $a&) or $~H(x). 

Table I1 lists PE values for the two solutions . As shown from this table, our gth 
order solutions of the Love's equation [Equation (3,211 is extremely accurate than 
that of El-gendi's corresponding solution. 

TABLE I1 

Percentage Errors of the El-Gendi's Eighth order solution and the corresponding 
solution of the present method 

PE for El-gendi's PE for the PE for El-gendi's ( x 1 soiutions 1 present 1 x I solutions 
PE for the 

present method 

0 1.806 
method I 

0 1 0.50 0.825 0.00015 
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X Data 
Fig. (1) : Polynomial Approximation of Equation (3.3) for the 

solution of Love's Equation. 

X Data 
Fig. (2) Comparison between our solution and El-Gendi's solution 
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4. CONCLUSION 

Some authors discuss the solution of Love's equation by spectral methods 
based on Chebyshev plynomials. Here we use double series expansion where the 
basis hc t ions  are Legendre polynomials hich s ore ppropriate n ome 
applications (Gottlieb and Orszag 1977) and gives a best polynomials 
approximation to the solution in the least square sense (Elliott 1963). As ive know 
the Chebyshev and Legendre polynomials are special cases of ultraspherical 
polynomials, so, the usage of doubly ultraspherical spectral methods to Love's 
equation may be extended and generalized easily. Such studies constitute a task to 
which we intend to address our- selves in the near future, 
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